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MATHEMATICS 
ON A MATRIX THEOREM OF A. T. CRAIG AND H. HOTELLING 
BY 
OLGA TAUSSKY 
{Communicated by Prof. D. VAN DANTZIG at the meeting of October 26, 1957) 
HOTELLING [l] found a new matrix theorem: 
Let A and B be two n x n real symmetric matrices such that 
(l) det (I -U) det (I -!-'B)= det (I -U -!-'B) 
holds for all values of A. and !-'· Then A B = 0 
when reproving a statistical theorem of CRAIG [2]: If A and B are the 
symmetric matrices of two homogeneous forms in n variates which are normally 
and independently distributed with zero means and unit variances, a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the independence in probability of these two 
forms is that AB= 0. 
Related material is discussed in [7, 8, 9, 10]; for these references I 
am indebted to Dr. C. EISENHART. 
Here a different proof of Iiotelling's theorem is given which links the 
theorem up with more general facts concerning pairs of matrices. The 
matrices can also be assumed hermitian and even only normal. However, 
it is shown that the theorem is not generally true for arbitrary matrices. 
The following facts and definitions are used: 
~. Let A be an n x n matrix with eigenvalue~ ~v ... , ~,. and B one 
with eigenvalues {31, ... , {J,.. This pair is said to have property L if 
AA + 1-'B has eigenvalues A.~,+ 1-'fJ, for all values of A., !-' and for a certain 
fixed pairing of the ~, and {J,. These matrices were introduced by M. KAc 
and studied by various authors (see T. S. MoTzKIN and 0. TAUSSKY 
[3, 4, 5], where further literature is mentioned). 
fJ. An equivalent definition for property L is to say that the character-
istic polynomial det (AA + 1-'B -vi) splits up into linear factors in A., f-t, v, 
which then are necessarily of the form A.~,+f-tfJ,-v, see [4]. 
y. A pair of hermitian matrices with property L is commutative 
(see [3]). This is even true for normal matrices. 
d. A pair of commutative hermitian matrices can be transformed 
to diagonal form simultaneously by a similarity: S-1AS, S-1BS (see 
e.g. [3]). 
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Proof of the theorem: Write ),.jv instead of A and p,fv instead of p,. 
Then ( 1) goes over into 
(2} det (vi -.U.) det (vi- p,B} = det v" (vi -.U.- p,B). 
It will be shown that A, B have the L-property. To do this note that 
det (vi -.U.)= II(v-A.oti) 
where IX• are the eigenvalues of A and 
where {J, are the eigenvalues of B. 
Putting these factorizations in (2) it follows from {J, that A, B have 
the L-property. In the present case it is evident, by comparing the two 
sides of (2), that for each i, either IX0=0 or {J,=O. 
From y and ~ it follows that A and B commute and can be trans-
formed simultaneously into diagonal form: 
Since IX• # 0 implies {J, = 0 the theorem follows immediately for the 
diagonal forms and by inverse similarity for A and B themselves. 
Remarks: 
1) The fact that A and B must commute was already evident from 
the formulation of the theorem. For, since the order of A and B can be 
interchanged there, BA = 0 was implied too. 
2) To show that the theorem is not true for arbitrary matrices, we 
use the following example ofWIELANDT [6] found in a different connection 
and already used elsewhere [3]: 
A- G ~ -D· B- G ~ D· 
Then det (I- .U.) = det (I- p,B) = det (I- .U.- p,B) = 1, however, AB # 0. 
Other examples can be found easily, even for n= 2. 
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